Atypical Symptomatic Bilateral Spontaneous Cavernous Carotid Aneurysm with Systemic Vessel Wall Pathology in Young Female: A Rare Case Report

Abstract
Bilateral cavernous carotid aneurysm (CCA) is a rare entity. Its association with connective tissue disorder makes the diagnosis and treatment of symptomatic patient an enigma. We present a case report of a 25-year-old female medical student presented to us with bilateral spontaneous atypically symptomatic CCA with incidentally diagnosed case of Ehlers–Danlos syndrome. Both surgical and endovascular options of treatment were weighed and were ultimately treated satisfactorily by high-flow bypass with carotid artery ligation with an insurance bypass.
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Introduction
Cavernous carotid aneurysms (CCAs) are considered benign and mostly asymptomatic vessel pathology. It accounts for 2%–5% of all intracranial aneurysms.[1] Bilateral CCAs are even more rare. They can be idiopathic, traumatic, or infectious in etiology. Due to their location in cavernous sinus and encased in the dura layer, risk of life-threatening complications is less. CCAs are more commonly reported in women and older age, the youngest being 3 weeks old neonate. We intend to present a case who presented to us with atypical symptomatology and with suspected systemic vessel wall disease in a young female.

Case Report
History
A 25-year-old female student presented to us with a complaint of intermittent headache with tremor dysarthria and mild weakness on the right side of her body. The patient had no history of ptosis, diplopia, or decreased vision. There was no record of any systemic diseases and connective tissue disorders. Initially, she was managed symptomatically and evaluated.

Neurological examination of the patient was not significant. Computed tomography of the brain and angiogram and magnetic resonance imaging were done followed by digital subtraction angiography which showed bilateral large cavernous segment aneurysms of the internal carotid artery (ICA) right more than left with fusiform dilatation of V2 segment of vertebral arteries and right ICA at CCA bifurcation [Figure 1]. Although endovascular management was at our disposal, we preferred microvascular management because of the following reasons:

1. In the present case, the aneurysm neck was too wide for single flow diverter to be considered as an option. Although multiple flow diverters can be used in tandem, they are found to be more unstable and failure can occur
2. Our patient was young and flow diverter use would have left her on lifelong antiplatelets and anticoagulants
3. With systemic vessel wall disease, complications such as vessel wall...
dissection along with other known complications such as thromboembolic phenomenon from the thrombus in giant aneurysm can happen even at experienced hands during endovascular procedure.

4. Due to our expertise in microvascular neurosurgery and patients and her relatives choice, microsurgical management in form of extracranial–intracranial (EC–IC) bypass was opted.
The patient underwent preoperative workup and optimized for planned surgery. High-flow EC–IC bypass with radial artery graft with insurance superficial temporal artery-middle cerebral artery (STA-MCA) bypass was planned. Intraoperatively, the right radial artery which was exposed for harvesting was found to have abnormal fusiform dilatation in its wall. Decision of harvesting the saphenous vein from the right lower limb instead of the radial artery as a graft was made. The rest of the procedure went uneventful with STA-MCA bypass then EC-IC high-flow bypass with saphenous vein graft and ligation of the right ICA at CCA bifurcation. Intraoperatorively, indocyanine green and dual-image video angiography revealed functional bypass and no flow in right ICA. Due to suspicion of vessel wall abnormality encountered at the right radial artery and right ICA, wall biopsy of the right ICA, right saphenous vein, and right extracranial aneurysm (ECA) was sent for histopathological examination [Figure 2]. H and E staining, Azan staining, and elastic-Van Gieson staining were used. Biopsy from right ICA showed decreased density of elastic fibers in intima of the vessel. Disturbed angioarchitecture with drop out and tears and fragile vessel wall [Figure 3]. It was reported to be suggestive of Ehlers–Danlos syndrome (EDS). Postoperatively, the patient did well and had transient right hypoglossal nerve palsy due to handling during the isolation of cervical ICA and preparing tunnel for the saphenous vein graft. The 12th cranial nerve palsy improved during the patient hospital stay. The patient is planned for endovascular procedure on the left side.

Discussion

Cavernous segment aneurysms of ICA are rare, and their bilateral presentation is still more uncommon. These are more common in women. Hypertension, trauma, connective tissue disease, systemic mycosis, fibromuscular dysplasia, and radiotherapy are known to be associated with CCA. Unlike other aneurysms, subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) risk is 0.2%–0.4% per year. The International Study of Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms study substantiates the same by measuring 5 years rupture rate 0% for size <12 mm, 3% for 13–24 mm, and 6.4% for >25 mm aneurysm.[41] Although complications such as rupture of aneurysm in cavernous sinus, SAH, carotico-cavernous fistula, compression of adjacent cranial nerves and acute thrombosis of aneurysm are known to happen, but are uncommon. Bilateral CCA may at times mimic other diseases such as myasthenia gravis and isolated nerve palsies, but most aneurysms remain relatively asymptomatic till they grow to larger size. Our patient presented with atypically with tremors and right-sided weakness and dysarthria. Despite various treatment strategies, no consensus has been arrived.[3] CCAs because of their indolent course and asymptomatic nature mostly managed by the regular follow-up.[8] Some authors consider surgical treatment while others prefer endovascular management for symptomatic aneurysm. Surgical treatment can be direct and indirect. Clipping of the aneurysm, aneurysmorrhaphy, aneurysm trapping, and bypass grafting,[68] which is technically difficult and carries more risk of neurodeficits are included in direct surgical treatment. Indirect surgical treatment with or without bypass includes trapping or occlusion of proximal ICA with or without low-flow or high-flow bypass.[3] Endovascular arm of this treatment protocol includes use of flow diverters or parent vessel occlusion if cross circulation is well enough and coil embolization.[7]

Due to benign course of the disease and relatively asymptomatic presentation, choice of treatment modality to offer the patient is a double-edged sword. However, treating a symptomatic patient is a need. Long-term outcome has been stable or better for symptomatic patient who undergone treatment. On the other hand, the patient has been followed up despite being symptomatic has shown deterioration.[9] We at our institute opted for the indirect surgical management usually high-flow bypass and ICA ligation due to our surgical expertise and experience. Cerebral ischemia during the prolonged clipping of the aneurysm or during performing high-flow bypass is a matter of concern, as it can potentially cause deficits in the patient. Such a hurdle can be overcome by doing insurance bypass before the main bypass procedure to improve surgical outcome as done in our patient.[9,10]

Furthermore, our patient seems to have some systemic vessel wall diseases as multiple fusiform dilatation of the vessel could be appreciated on preoperative angiograms in ICA and vertebral artery and confirmed intraoperatively on right ICA at common carotid artery bifurcation and right radial artery. Biopsy of the suspected disease segment of the right ICA, saphenous vein wall, and right ECA histopathology was suggestive of EDS. EDS is heterogeneous genetic disorder[41] and due to its phenotypic variance is not easy to diagnose as happened in our case. EDS type IV is the most
common variant encountered by the surgeon as it presents with some kind of vessel wall pathology such as aneurysms, arteriovenous fistula gastrointestinal bleeding, aortic or vessel wall dissection, and pseudoaneurysm. EDS type IV is the most malignant form caused by the mutation in COL3A1 gene coding for type III procollagen.\[12\] The diagnosis can be confirmed by dermal fibroblast culture for type III procollagen molecules and genetic testing. Best possible management is conservative treatment and follow-up if possible. Even in experienced hands, endovascular procedures are known to cause dissection of the vessel wall during catheterization.\[11,13\]

With such clinical picture, we find our offered treatment to be justifiable and cost-effective as compared to endovascular management. In the background of suspected vessel wall disease, multiple intra and ECA both in anterior and posterior circulations, the wide neck of the aneurysm and younger age of the patient opting for endovascular treatment, posing the patient to risk of vessel wall dissection, and keeping the patient on anticoagulants for flow diverter could have been a lurking danger. Apart from the transient right hypoglossal palsy, the patient recovered well. Occlusion of ICA on one side will definitely have some changes in circulatory flow dynamics which may lead to opposite and other aneurysms to grow.\[14\] Hence, we plan to go for the second stage and operate patient on other side also once she recovers fully and gets optimized.

**Conclusion**

Bilateral CCA though rare mandate treatment whenever symptomatic. In an endovascular and minimally invasive era of neurosurgery, high-flow bypass continue to ground its feet. In cases with systemic vessel wall disease and symptomatic bilateral CCA in the younger group of patients, standard indirect surgical methods of treating them can be considered as a novel option. More number of such cases may be helpful to formulate a treatment protocol for the better management of patient.
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